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Dear colleagues, 

Thank you for your registration. You will find below the names of the participants and the 

tentative titles of their papers. We reserved 19 hotel rooms in Pension “Zum edlen Hirschen” 

http://zum-edlen-hirschen.de/. Please contact the hotel directly mentioning “Afrikanistik 

reservation” until end of December to book personally a room under the following e-mail 

address: info@Zum-Edlen-Hirschen.de. A single room with WC, shower and breakfast costs 

45 euro per night (special university rate). The hotel is some 10-15 minutes’ walk to the 

BICCL venue, which will be in Alexander von Humboldt House, Eichendorffring 5, the 

guesthouse of the University of Bayreuth. 

For all participants who will be in Bayreuth for the first time: 

 The closest airport is in Nuremberg. 

 If you do not have a direct flight to Nuremberg, you may pass via Munich or 

Frankfurt/Main. 

 You may take a train also from Munich or Frankfurt; it will pass almost always via 

Nuremberg. 

 From Nuremberg airport you have to take the U-Bahn (= metro, underground, subway; 

there is only one line, U2, going from the airport) to Nuremberg main train station 

(Hauptbahnhof). Already at the airport, you can buy a ticket to Bayreuth at the vending 

machine “VGN Fahrausweise”. Please press “Preisstufe 10” for 11.20 euros for a single 

ticket. In case two persons are traveling together, you may press “TagesTicket Plus” for 

18.70 euros. 

 From Nuremberg main train station there is a train to Bayreuth every hour.  

You will find a detailed programme of the 8th BICCL in a third circular which will be sent by 

mid-January 2016. 

 

All colleagues who need an invitation letter for their visa are kindly requested to contact us. 

 

With best regards, 

 

Dymitr Ibriszimow & Rémi Tchokothe 

(for the Permanent Committee) 

 
The “Permanent Committee of the International Colloquium on the Chadic Languages” is presently represented 

by D. Ibriszimow (Lehrstuhl Afrikanistik II, University of Bayreuth), H. Tourneux (LLACAN – CNRS / 

INALCO – Villejuif / Paris and IRD Maroua, Cameroun), and E. Wolff (Institut für Afrikanistik, University of 

Leipzig). 

http://zum-edlen-hirschen.de/
mailto:info@Zum-Edlen-Hirschen.de


Participants and proposed papers (in alphabetical order):  

AHMED Umar: “Pronouns of Address in Sakkwatanci Dialect of Hausa: A Sociolinguistic 

Study” 

BAIMADA GIGLA Francois: “On Killer Languages, Language Killers and Linguistic 

Genocide in Far North Cameroon: the Fate of some Chadic Languages” 

BALDI Sergio: (with LEGER) “Ethnonyms and Proper Names in West Chadic Languages” 

BEBEY Théodore: “Information Structure and the Concept Topic in Muyang” 

BINDOM BILOUNGA Aimé Jacky: “Mefele phonology sketch” 

BROSS Michael: tba 

CYFFER Norbert: tba 

GRAVINA Richard: “Plurals, grammaticalization, and the three vowels of Central Chadic” 

HATOLONG BOHO Zacharie: “L’agglutination en langues tchadiques: l’exemple du 

système verbal maɗá” 

LEGER Rudolf, see BALDI 

LÖHR Doris: tba 

LOVESTRAND Joseph: “The spacer function of the “topic marker” in Barayin” 

MAHAMAT Adam: “Le déitique nda en mpadə” 

MINEEVA Kseniya: “Classification of verbal phraseological units on a semantic principle by 

the example of Hausa language” 

NDOKOBAI Dadak: “Spatial location in Cuvok, a Central Chadic language” 

PAWLAK Nina: “Linguistic mechanisms and extra-linguistic sources of phraseologisms in 

Hausa" 

PORKHOMOVSKI Victor: “Chadic and Afroasiatic from a diachronic perspective” 

RAMAT Sakine: tbc  

ROBERTS James: “Obliques in Mawa” 

STOLBOVA Olga: “Elements of Chadic diachronic morphology” 

TOURNEUX Henry: “L’occlusive glottale dans le parler kotoko de Mazera (Cameroun)” 

VEREZEMSKAYA Alexandra: “Grammaticization of locative progressives in Chadic: verbal 

nouns in focus” 

WIRSCHING Christoph 

ZIEGELMEYER Georg: “On complementation in Bade” 

ZOCH Ulrike: “Lexicalization Patterns in Hausa” 

 


